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Beyond Hollywood Int’l Film Festival spans over multiple
days, honoring the craft of filmmaking and recognizing its

profound impact on our culture. As we venture into our 3rd
year and beyond, BHIFF stands as a renowned destination
festival, serving as a vibrant stage for filmmakers at every
stage of their careers, spanning from local to national and

global talents.

welcome



BHIFF 2024 will be hosted at the prestigious Regal LA Live in
the heart of Downtown Los Angeles. The grandeur of this

iconic venue adds an unparalleled atmosphere to the
festival, elevating the overall experience for filmmakers and

attendees alike. Surrounded by the vibrant energy of
Downtown LA, our festival promises an unforgettable blend

of film appreciation and urban excitement.

Location



sponsorsWe're proud to partner with
esteemed companies like LA Film
School, T2K Pronto and 5120
Entertainment to elevate the
festival experience. These reputable
sponsors share our passion for
supporting the arts, bringing a blend
of innovation and entertainment to
our event. Through collaborative
efforts, we aim to create a dynamic
and unforgettable festival,
showcasing the synergy between the
filmmaking world and industry
leaders who share our commitment
to excellence.



our ATTendees
We take pride in selecting filmmakers from across the
globe whose projects stand out above the
competition. Our commitment to excellence ensures
that every film showcased reaches a high standard of
craftsmanship, reflecting the global tapestry of
compelling stories and innovative storytelling
techniques. It's all about enjoying great films and
meeting the folks who make them.



film screenings
We're thrilled to showcase all our finalists on the big
screen at the iconic Regal LA Live, ensuring a
cinematic experience like no other. This year, we're
taking it up a notch by introducing interactive
elements that allow viewers to provide valuable
feedback directly to the filmmakers. By fostering this
direct connection, we aim to create a dynamic and
engaging environment where the audience becomes
an integral part of the filmmaking conversation.



Special Guests 

marcus henderson
Actor

Shie Rozow
film composer 

alondra delgado
actress

Reggie Watkins
Actor

bayou bennett
Daniel lir
directors Credits:

Get Out, Snowfall, Tacoma FD
Credits:

Time Is Eternal
Tombstone Pillow

Credits:
Hustle & Flow, The Flash

Credits:
All American, Mayans M.C.

Credits: This Is Us, 9-1-1, Bosch



Red Carpet events
Prepare for the glitz and glamour at Beyond Hollywood as we roll out the red carpet for our

prestigious award show. Welcoming media and photographers, we ensure that our
filmmakers take center stage, capturing the essence of their achievements and celebrating
their creative brilliance. It's not just an award ceremony; it's a dazzling showcase of talent,

where the spotlight shines on the extraordinary storytellers who make our festival truly
exceptional.



award winners
At Beyond Hollywood, we take immense pride in recognizing and celebrating exceptional

talent in the world of filmmaking. Our awards are meticulously curated to honor outstanding
achievements in various categories, ranging from Best Film and Director to categories

highlighting technical excellence and artistic innovation. Our selection process involves a
dedicated panel of industry experts who assess each submission, ensuring that the

accolades bestowed upon our winners truly reflect excellence and contribute to the growth
of their careers in the film industry.



Community award recipients
In addition to our filmmakers, we celebrate the unsung heroes in the LA

community who go above and beyond to make a positive impact. Through the
BHIFF Community Award, we honor individuals for their outstanding

contributions, fostering a spirit of appreciation and gratitude for those who
selflessly make Los Angeles a better place for us all.

Katina Holliday 
BHIFF Community
Award Recipient

2022

Joanna DeLane 
BHIFF Community
Award Recipient

2023



Join us in making BHIFF 2024 an extraordinary celebration
of cinema and creativity. Your support will play a vital role in

shaping the future of independent filmmaking.

Chez Bey
424-426-3090
info@bhiff.org

thank you


